
Practitioner Pricing effective from 1st July 2022
The Somnowell prices for practitioners are as follows.

Appliances For Patients
Somnowell MAA for a patient - Standard (15 working days production)
Somnowell MAA for a patient - Standard (Promoted Practitioner Discount)
Somnowell MAA for a patient - Express 2 (7 working days production)
Somnowell Clear for a patient - Standard (10 working days production)
Somnowell Clear for a patient - Express (7 working days production)
Somnowell Retainers for a patient - Standard (15 working days production)
Somnowell Retainers for a patient - Express (7 working days production)

£997.00
£947.00
£1,297.00
£329.00
£429.00
£692.00
£1,017.00

£677.00
£329.00
£677.00

£700.00
£366.00
£476.00
£297.00
£90.00
£198.00
£84.05
£123.00
£50.00
£34.00
£64.00
£34.00

£35 + VAT
£50 + VAT
£30 + VAT
£35 + VAT

£677 + VAT
£491 + VAT
£677 + VAT

Demonstration Appliances On Models
Somnowell MAA for demonstration (on Typodont models and with display case)
Somnowell Clear for demonstration (on Typodont models and with display case)
Somnowell Retainers for demonstration (on Typodont models and with display case)
Demonstration Appliances For Practitioners
Somnowell MAA for a named practitioner (max. 1 per practitioner)
Somnowell Clear for demonstration ( for a named practitioner - max 1)
Somnowell Retainers for demonstration (for a named practitioner - max 1)
Equipment Hire
Facebow hire (5 days notice)
Facebow hire (express)
Jig and fork only hire
Jig and fork only (express)
Remakes / Cancellation Charges
SW Chrome Remake 2 frameworks (non warranty)
SW Chrome Remake 1 framework (non warranty)
SW Chrome Remake 2 Frameworks (due to Nil Fit - within 30 days)
SW Chrome Remake 1 Framework (due to Nil Fit - within 30 days)
SW Chrome Weld 1 Framework
SW Clear Remake (non warranty)
SW Clear Repair (non warranty)
Replacement / extension of piston rods
Easing / adjusting / tightening to models
Cancellation costs - Casting per set
Cancellation costs - Casting and Denar set up
Case Assessment and Advice
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Additional Requirements
Teeth 1-3 teeth
Teeth 4-8 teeth
Teeth 9-13 teeth
Special trays x2
Implant Special trays x2

£172.00
£184.00
£167.00
£43.00
£50.00

£280 + VAAT

£380 + VAT
£280 + VAT

£65.00
Extra Shipping
Shipping (Outside UK)
Somnowell Practitioner Registration / Marketing Materials
Somnowell Practitioner Partner Registration Fee (online course login, website listing,
practitioner manual, leaflets, leaflet holders, posters)
Somnowell Training Courses
Live Course - Day - Non-Registered Practitioner (Includes Registration)
Online Course - Introductory or Advanced - Non-Registered Practitioner (Includes Registration)

We hold pricing information on our records for each of our practitioners. If you would like to change the fee you
charge your patients for the Somnowell device in line with our increase, please let us know so that we can update
our records. Please email us with pricing updates: info@somnowell.com

Each Somnowell device is supplied with a plastic storage case.

If a device requires additional work, or extra items such as false teeth or occlusal buccal blocks are requested,
additional charges will be incurred. Any additional charges will be confirmed beforehand.

Prices may be changed without notice.

Patient Pricing

As a guide we estimate 1 hour 30 minutes in total for clinical time for the Somnowell MAA, this includes the
assessment, record taking, fitting, and a follow up if required. For the Somnowell Retainers we estimate
30 minutes in total for clinical time, this includes the record taking and fitting.

Prices to the patient set by Somnowell Practitioners vary according to local circumstances. As a guide only, in the
UK the average price is £1,600 and the typical price range is £1,600 to £1,800.

Production Time

The standard turnaround time is 15 working days in the lab (from the date of arrival of complete accepted records
and payment).

Please allow for extra time for international shipping. Additional shipping charges apply for Ireland and outside UK.

We also offer a 7 working day express production service, detailed above.
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Repairs

In the event of repairs that fall outside our guarantee, costs will be calculated on a case by case basis. The
original cast mounted models must be returned.

Remakes

Occasionally the chrome cobalt Somnowell appliances do not fit. This may affect one or both frameworks. This
could be for various reasons, i.e. impression distortion.The very nature of cast chrome cobalt as with any cast
metal, means that there is little scope for error and the material is unforgiving.

If the appliance fits the models supplied but is an unsatisfactory clinical fit, then:
- Do not attempt to adjust the chrome to fit.
- Do not adjust the clasps or rests.
- Return the Somnowell on the original stone models with the mounting plates where appropriate.
- Provide well supported new impressions (please take special care to ensure that the impression material has
not pulled away from the impression tray, and that the impression material has fully set in the mouth before
removed).

The returned appliance must be received at the address shown on our Laboratory Order Form.

Appliances must be fitted within 28 days of delivery to your address.

We reserve the right to request fresh records and will judge whether the appliances have been adjusted or altered
in any way.We reserve the right to request fresh records and will judge whether the appliances have been
adjusted or altered in any way.

Payments

All payments are to be made before the Lab can commence with the order.

Payments should be made to:
Account Name: Somnowell Ltd
Bank: Barclays Bank PLC
Branch: Woodford Broadway
Sort Code: 20-52-74
Account Number: 73609723
BIC / SWIFT: BARCGB22
IBAN: GB57 BARC 2052 7473 6097 23


